Cat 5 patch panel wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of leviton cat5e patch panel wiring diagram. A wiring diagram
is a streamlined conventional photographic depiction of an electric circuit. It reveals the parts of
the circuit as simplified shapes, and also the power and signal connections in between the
devices. A wiring diagram generally offers info regarding the family member setting as well as
plan of tools and terminals on the tools, in order to help in building or servicing the gadget. A
photographic representation would certainly show more information of the physical
appearance, whereas a wiring diagram makes use of an extra symbolic symbols to highlight
affiliations over physical look. A wiring diagram is frequently made use of to repair troubles and
also to make certain that the connections have actually been made and that every little thing is
existing. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on
the image. A wiring diagram is a sort of schematic which uses abstract pictorial icons to reveal
all the affiliations of parts in a system. Circuitry representations are made up of 2 points:
symbols that represent the parts in the circuit, as well as lines that represent the connections in
between them. From wiring layouts, you recognize the family member area of the components
and also just how they are linked. Circuitry layouts mainly reveals the physical placement of
parts as well as connections in the developed circuit, however not necessarily in reasoning
order. It stresses on the layout of the cables. Schematics stress on how circuits work rationally.
To review a wiring diagram, initially you have to know just what essential components are
consisted of in a wiring diagram, and also which pictorial symbols are utilized to represent
them. The usual elements in a wiring diagram are ground, power supply, cord as well as
connection, result gadgets, switches, resistors, reasoning entrance, lights, etc. A line stands for
a cable. Wires are made use of to link the components together. There must be a legend on the
wiring diagram to inform you exactly what each color suggests. A collection circuit is a circuit
in which parts are attached along a solitary course, so the existing flows via one component to
obtain to the next one. In a collection circuit, voltages add up for all components connected in
the circuit, and currents are the exact same with all components. A good wiring diagram should
be practically proper and clear to review. Care for every detail. The layout must reveal the
correct direction of the positive and adverse terminals of each element. Use the best signs. Find
out the meanings of the basic circuit signs and select the correct ones to use. Attract attaching
cords as straight lines. Make use of a dot to suggest line junction, or usage line leaps to
suggest cross lines that are not attached. Tag components such as resistors and also
capacitors with their values. Ensure the message positioning looks tidy. Wiring Diagram
Sample. Please download these leviton cat5e patch panel wiring diagram by using the download
button, or right click on selected image, then use Save Image menu. Wiring diagrams help
technicians to determine what sort of controls are wired to the system. Many people can
understand and understand schematics called label or line diagrams. This type of diagram is a
lot like going for a photograph in the parts and wires all connected up. A wiring diagram is a
kind of schematic which uses abstract pictorial symbols to show every one of the
interconnections of components in a very system. Wiring diagrams contain two things: symbols
that represent the ingredients within the circuit, and lines that represent the connections
together. Wiring diagrams mainly shows the physical position of components and connections
inside the built circuit, however, not necessarily in logic order. It emphasizes about the layout in
the wires. Schematics emphasize about how circuits work logically. To read a wiring diagram, is
actually a program have to know what fundamental elements are included in a very wiring
diagram, and which pictorial symbols are used to represent them. The common elements in a
very wiring diagram are ground, energy, wire and connection, output devices, switches,
resistors, logic gate, lights, etc. A line represents a wire. Wires are employed to connect the
components together. All points over the wire are identical and connected. A black dot is used
to point out the injunction of two lines. Main lines are represented by L1, L2, and so on. Usually
different colors are used to distinguish the wires. There should be a legend for the wiring
diagram to inform you what each color means. Usually circuits exceeding two components have
two basic kinds of connections: series and parallel. A series circuit is really a circuit in which
components are connected along an individual path, hence the current flows through one
ingredient of arrive at the next one. In a series circuit, voltages accumulate for many
components connected inside the circuit, and currents is the same through all components. In a
parallel circuit, each device is directly connected to the power source, so each device receives
the same voltage. The current in the parallel circuit flows along each parallel branch and
re-combines in the event the branches meet again. A good wiring diagram needs to be
technically correct and clear to see. Take care of all the info. For example, the diagram should
show the correct direction with the good and bad terminals of each one component. Use the
right symbols. Learn the meanings from the basic circuit symbols and select the correct ones to
make use of. Some in the symbols have really close look. You must have the opportunity to

inform the differences before applying them. Draw connecting wires as straight lines. Use a dot
to indicate line junction, or use line jumps to indicate cross lines that are not connected. Label
components such as resistors and capacitors with their values. Make sure the text placement
looks clean. Electric Motor Switch Radio Latest. Facebook Tweet Pin. Patch Panel Wiring
Diagram â€” cat5e patch panel wiring diagram, cat6 patch panel wiring diagram, connectix
patch panel wiring diagram, Every electric structure is made up of various diverse pieces. Each
part should be set and linked to different parts in particular way. If not, the structure will not
work as it should be. So as to make sure the electric circuit is constructed correctly, Patch
Panel Wiring Diagram is necessary. How can this diagram help with circuit building? The
diagram offers visual representation of the electric structure. On the other hand, the diagram is
a simplified variant of the arrangement. This makes the process of building circuit easier. There
are two things which are going to be found in almost any Patch Panel Wiring Diagram. The first
element is symbol that indicate electric element in the circuit. A circuit is usually composed by
several components. Another thing that you will see a circuit diagram could be lines. Lines in
the diagram show exactly how each element connects to one another. The order is also not
logical, unlike wiring schematics. Diagram only reveals where to place component at a spot
relative to other elements inside the circuit. Even though it is exemplary, diagram is a fantastic
basis for anyone to construct their own circuit. One thing that you must learn before studying a
circuit diagram is your symbols. Every symbol that is shown on the diagram reveals specific
circuit component. The most common elements are capacitor, resistorbattery. Additionally,
there are other elements like ground, switch, motor, and inductor. It all depends on circuit that
is being constructed. According to previous, the traces at a Patch Panel Wiring Diagram
represents wires. Occasionally, the wires will cross. Injunction of 2 wires is usually indicated by
black dot in the junction of two lines. There will be main lines which are represented by L1, L2,
L3, and so on. Colours can also be utilized to differentiate cables. Usually, there are two main
sorts of circuit links. The very first one is known as string connection. Because of the electrical
current in each and every component is similar while voltage of the circuit is total of voltage in
every component. Parallel relationship is more complicated than the string one. Unlike in series
connection, the voltage of each part is comparable. This circuit includes branches which are
passed by different electrical current amounts. The present joins together when the branches
meet. There are several things that an engineer needs to focus on if drawing wirings diagram.
To start with, the symbols utilized in the diagram ought to be accurate. It must represent the
specific element required to construct a planned circuit. It is also highly advised that engineer
draws positive supply and negative supply symbols for better interpretation. Meanwhile, the
negative supply emblem is set under it. The current flows in the left side to right. Along with
this, diagram drawer is suggested to limit the number of line crossing. The line and element
placement ought to be designed to minimize it. Because you can begin drawing and translating
Patch Panel Wiring Diagram may be complicated task on itself. The advice and tips which have
been elaborated above should be a great kick start, however. Patch Panel Wiring Diagram. Each
component should be set and connected withâ€¦. True Freezer T 49F Wiring Diagram â€” true
freezer model t 49f wiring diagram, true freezer tf wiring diagram, true t 49 freezer wiring
diagram, Every electrical arrangement is composed of various distinct parts. Each part should
be placed and linked to different parts inâ€¦. Pool Pump Wiring Diagram â€” v pool pump wiring
diagram, century pool pump wiring diagram, hayward pool pump wiring diagram, Every
electrical arrangement consists of various different parts. Each part ought to be placed and
linked to other parts in particular manner. If not, theâ€¦. Gallery of Patch Panel Wiring Diagram.
Related Post to Patch Panel Wiring Diagram 7 Way Rv Wiring Diagram 7 Way Rv Wiring Diagram
â€” 7 way camper plug wiring diagram, 7 way rv flat blade trailer side wiring diagram, 7 way rv
flat blade wiring diagram, Every electric structure is composed of various diverse pieces.
Although wireless is simpler for a lot of people, due to multimedia sharing, bandwidth on a
home network, and paranoia about wireless security, you may want to use a hard wired solution
for home networking. Having a wired network at home allows you to have a private, high-speed
network for internet access, file sharing, media streaming, online gaming, IP security cameras,
and much more. This post is republished from Instructables. There are certain design
considerations that need to be addressed based on your needs. Your tools and materials and
costs can vary a lot based on your needs and what you already have. Pictured above: The cable
and new ethernet cables come down the wall in the same space between studs. Note the extra
cable length in case of mistakes! Since I knew the path my cable TV took and it was in all of the
same locations that I wanted my ethernet jacks, I just located my cable TV jacks to start. Using
the stud finder I was able to tell which side of the cable jack the stud was located on. Studs are
located 16" apart in almost all homes and I knew I wanted my ethernet to go in the same wall
cavity as the cable TV. The pointed saw should be able to push through the dry wall pretty

easily without the need to drill starter holes. Once you have the hole cut in the wall, you can put
the single gang box into the hole and screw the clamps with hold it in place by clamping to the
back of the dry wall. Repeat this for each location that you want to run to. Pictured above: A
hole to fit the grommet. Here you want to cut a hole that the plastic grommet will fit into. Next:
we can run cables. Pictured above: Hole drilled in the top plate of the wall. String dropped down
with a bolt tied to it so I could pull up the cables. There are a number of ways to do this. You can
estimate, measure from floor plans, run one, etc. I used the run one method. To find the lengths
required for each run, I ran one cable to each room from the distribution room, pulled it out, and
made three more like it. After that, you can run all four together. This way you can label the
ports on both ends. Finding the right place to drill in the top plate to make sure you get in the
right 16" gap between studs can be tricky. This is another reason I decided to follow the coax
cables for cable TV. I traced down the cable TV through that attic and then drilled new holes in
the top plate right next to the cable TV holes. The hole saw is easier but the paddle bit is
cheaper. Once you have the top holes drilled you can string out some cable to measure how
much for each run, then cut three more equal lengths per run, and re-run the cables. Be sure to
make them long enough that you have some extra from stripping and crimping accidents. Next
up: making connections. I noted in the materials that a patch panel was optional. You can take
the raw cable directly out of the wall, put a RJ plug on it, and plug directly into the switch.
Pictured above: Cables punched down to the back of the patch panel. This is pretty easy. Most
patch panels and jacks have diagrams with wire color diagrams for the common TA and TB
wiring standards. So I went with it. Make sure you use the same on both ends. You can use the
punch down tool or a small screw driver to punch the individual wires. Once you have all the
cables connected, you can mount the patch panel to the wall and click the jacks into their
respective wall plates on the other ends. You can also screw the wall plates into the gang
boxes. Pictured above: Short patch cables up to the switch. The aluminum is the bottom of the
shelf that the switch sits on. Now we can make sure things work! Before you start connecting
most of the network components, you want to test all of the connections to be sure things are
working. This can be done a number of ways. The method I used was a little different. I plugged
a short patch cable from my patch panel to each port on my switch and turned it on. The next
step is to take another patch cable and a laptop and plug it into each port in each room. Being
able to establish a link tests the physical layer i. No IP addressing or anything needed for
testing. Pictured above: Neat and clean lables for each port actually go where they say they do.
This is also a good time to make sure your labeling matches on both ends. Now, to the internet,
and beyond! Pictured above: Cable gets split to: 1. Main TV, 2. Cable Modem, 3. Second splitter.
Second Splitter goes to each bedroom. First: the cable modem setup. Since I moved my cable
modem from my second bedroom office to the distribution room, I needed to change the way
my cable was split. Rather than the main cable into the house being split three ways, I split
things a little differently. I split the incoming cable with a three-way splitter first: one to the main
TV, one to the two-way splitter for TV in the bedrooms, and the other into the cable modem. I
connected the splitters using a male-male barrel connector. Now that the cable modem is in the
right place we can continue with our network setup. Depending on your internet provider some
of this setup may vary. In addition, my entire network is protected from outside access by the
firewall. Pictured above from top left: Firewall, Cable Modem, Wireless Access Point, 24 port
managed megabit switch, cable management and patch panel. If for some reason I wanted to
provide open wireless access but still protect my network, I would need a different
configuration of connections. It also acts as a router and provides DHCP IP addresses to all
other hosts on my private network via the switch and cabling we just installed. What the hell do
we do with it now?!? There are some cool additions that you can make to your home network
that will make your geek friends jealous. File server or NAS. I added and mounted a 1U file
server in the distribution room that holds all of my multimedia. RAID is not a backup, but I feel
better about not losing my media if a hard drive takes a dump With this I can stream media to
any computers on my network! This allows me to stream all the multimedia on my server to
either of my TVs! No more is watching Hulu or other media limited to just my computer screens.
Gigabit switch. I touched on this before, but upgrading to a gigabit switch allows super fast file
sharing between machines on your home network. With the patch panel, you could plug port
one and two from each four-port location into the gigabit switch and the other two into the
slower switch. But come on, you might as well blow the money and get the whole shebang! DVR
anywhere. With a file server set up, you can also install a bunch of DVR cards in it. Each card
can record different shows from your cable and store them on the file server. Assuming you set
up the routing and or VPN access, you can access those shows from a laptop with decent
bandwidth anywhere. We can help. IP phones. Some manufacturers are making IP-based
telephones that can connect to the internet. Who still has a home phone!?! But if you need one,

at least you can skip the phone company bill. IP Cameras. No more worrying if the babysitter is
shaking your kids or snooping in your bedroom. Everything you should know is here. Be
creative! Instructables is a place that lets you explore, document, and share your creations. The
seeds of Instructables germinated at the MIT Media Lab as the future founders of Squid Labs
built places to share their projects, connect with others, and make an impact on the world.
Image remixed from AptTone Shutterstock. Want to see your work on Lifehacker? Email Tessa.
This is great, but definitely check out powerline networking before going to all this work. It's
flexible, inexpensive and probably good enough. The A. Tessa Miller. Continue reading. Share
This Story. Get our newsletter Subscribe. Iain Cheyne. At LANshack. You will discover a huge
selection of products creating a one-stop-shopping experience for your cable installation. The
custom QuickTreX line of cables allows you to choose an exact type, length, and color of fiber
or copper cabling. You can also choose from plenum or riser rated. If you are unsure about the
type of cable needed for your job a sales representative is always available to take your call and
offer assistance. Custom Network Installation Tool Kits are also a great product if you are a
Network Administrator, Low-voltage electrician, or any low-voltage cable installer and are
looking for a premium tool kit. The QuickTreX line of tool kits offer everything you could ever
need for your cable installation, with different sizes and designs to fit your cabling needs. These
kits are assembled in the USA with the highest quality control. The wide range of informational
tutorials and How-To Videos provide ample information for any level or skill set to understand
more about fiber optic networks , copper cabling , and HDMI standards. The sales staff at
LANshack is always happy to help with any questions whether they are technical or if you just
need some more information about a product. The information presented in this article does not
cover all details necessary to complete a fully compliant TIAB installation that would require
reading the entire standard. It does, however, touch upon what I believe to be the most
important aspects you need to know. To ensure that you fully understand all of the information,
I strongly suggest reading the entire article, including the definitions. Even the
intermediate-level installer may discover useful facts they were previously not aware of. Please
note that this article is for general information only. When reference is made to UTP network
cable, we are referring to all three categories. Please also be aware that the terms Category and
Cat are used interchangeably throughout this article to refer to cabling types. The photo above
shows a typical Category-5e patch panel with patch cables connecting each network links
switch hub ports. The photo above shows the backside of a typical Category 5 patch panel. The
connections here are accomplished with insulation displacing connection IDC blocks. Note that
the connection diagram shows both A and B wiring schemes. Each pair is wound together for
the purposes of canceling out noise that can interfere with the signal. UTP cabling systems are
the most commonly deployed cable type in the U. With shielded systems, the foil shield must
maintain continuity throughout the entire system. It is the primary cable type deployed in
Europe, but rarely seen in the U. Category 5 Cable Category 5e cable is an enhanced version of
Category 5 that adheres to more stringent standards see comparison chart below. It is capable
of transmitting data at speeds of up to Mbps 1 Gigabit per second. Category 6 Cable Category 6
cable was designed to perform at frequencies of up to MHz and offers higher performance for
better transmission of data at speeds up to Mbps see comparison chart below. Category 6A
operates at frequencies of up to MHz and can support transmission speeds at 10 Gigabits per
second Gbps. Category 7 Prior to Category 6A cable, Category 7 cable was designed to transmit
data at gigabit speeds. This cable type is rarely installed in the U. RJ45 jacks are engineered to
maintain specific Category 5, 5e, 6, or 6A performance, and therefore must match the category
of the cable they are terminating. Common panel configurations include 12, 24, 48, and 96 ports.
Patch panels are typically deployed where horizontal cables converge, and are used to
interconnect or crossconnect links to a network switch or hub. This cable assembly is used to
provide connectivity between any two RJ45 jacks. The two most common uses for patch cables
are for connecting patch panel ports to other patch panel ports or to switch ports, and for
connecting the work area outlet jack to the computer or other networked device. Star
Configuration In a Star Topology, network links are distributed from one central switch or hub.
This configuration provides and easy-to-understand layout, offers a centralized management
point, and ensures that if one network link fails, all others can still function. The B standard sets
minimum requirements for the various categories of cabling. The most recent version of the B
standard B. The "standard" is not to be confused with A or B wiring schemes. The only
difference between A and B is that pairs 2 and 3 orange and green are swapped. For more
information, see the following section on wiring schemes. Bend Radius Bend radius is the
minimum radius a cable can be bent without kinking it, damaging it, or shortening its life. The
minimum bend radius for Category 5, 5e, and 6 cable is four times the cable diameter, which is
approximately 1 inch. When cabling is bent beyond this specified minimum bend radius, it can

cause transmission failures. All pathways must maintain the minimum bend radius wherever the
cable makes a bend. Firestopping Firestopping is the sealing of holes made in fire walls and
floors during cable installation. Firestopping materials and products are designed to restore the
fire rating to what it was before penetrating the wall or floor. Wiremap This is the most basic test
that can be performed on a UTP network link. Wiremap tests for continuity between two devices.
Whether using A or B wiring scheme, all eight pins of each device should be wired straight
through pins 1 through 8 on one end are connected to pins 1 through 8 on the other end. A
wiremap test also tests for opens, shorts, grounding, and external voltage. Crosstalk Crosstalk
is the "bleeding" of signals from one pair in a cable onto another pair through induction wires
need not make contact because signals are transferred magnetically. Crosstalk is an unwanted
effect that can cause slow data transfer, or completely inhibit the transfer of data signals.
Crosstalk is minimized by the twisting of the pairs in the cable. The difference is that EMI
typically comes from a source that is external to the cable, such as an electrical cable or device.
PSNEXT is a more stringent measurement than NEXT because it measures the total possible
crosstalk from multiple pairs in the same cable, not just the crosstalk from one pair to another
pair. Attenuation Attenuation is the loss of signal over the length of a network link due to the
resistance of the wire plus other electrical factors that cause additional resistance impedance
and capacitance for example. A longer cable length, poor connections, bad insulation, a high
level of crosstalk, or EMI can all increase attenuation. For each category of cable, the TIAB
standard specifies the maximum amount of attenuation that is acceptable in a network link. ACR
is the difference between the signal attenuation and the near-end crosstalk, representing the
strength of the attenuated signal in the presence of crosstalk. If ACR is not high enough, errors
will occur or the data signal can be lost. Return Loss Return Loss is the difference between the
power of a transmitted signal and the power of the signal reflections caused by variations in link
and channel impedance. Propagation Delay Propagation Delay tests for the time it takes for the
signal to be sent from one end of a link and received by the other end. Delay Skew Only a
critical parameter in high-speed networks that transmit data using multiple pairs, Delay Skew is
the difference in time between the fastest arrival of a data signal on a pair and the slowest.
Signals divided over multiple pairs need to reach the other end within a certain amount of time
to be re-combined correctly. The "standard" is not to be confused with A or B wiring schemes,
which are themselves part of the standard. So, when someone refers to B, are they talking about
the standard or the wiring scheme? It depends on the context. If someone were to say, "The
entire office fully complies with B," they would be talking about the standard. If someone were
to say, "The jacks and patch panels are all B, they would likely be referring to the wiring
scheme. In UTP cable, each pair is represented by a specific color. In each pair, one wire is a
solid color, and the other is predominantly white with a color stripe. When terminating UTP,
each pair corresponds to a specific pin on the IDC contacts of the jack or patch panel,
depending on which wiring scheme is used. The only difference between A and B is that Pairs 2
and 3 orange and green are swapped. The following charts illustrate the difference between the
A and B methods. The back of the patch panel also shows both wiring methods, as seen below.
The upper diagram is A, and the lower diagram is B. Notice that the Blue and Brown pairs are
identical for both methods. Only the Orange and Green pairs are interchanged from the A to the
B method. Its important to note that there is absolutely no difference between the two wiring
schemes in terms of performance when connected from one modular device to another jack to
patch panel, RJ45 to RJ45, etc. The only time one scheme has an advantage over the other is
when one end of a network link is connected to a modular device, and the other end to a punch
block. In this case, the A wiring scheme provides a more natural progression of pairs at the
punch block. However, popular opinion went in the other direction, and the most popular wiring
method today remains B. In my opinion, having both methods does nothing but cause errors
and confusion. So which wiring scheme to choose? As we stated earlier; there is no difference
between the two wiring schemes in connectivity or performance, so it doesnt really matter.
However, if you are terminating one end onto a punch block, the A method has the advantage.
The most critical aspect is that you choose one method and stick with it. I recommend to all
installers that wherever feasible, they terminate a link on both the jack and patch panel sides,
and then test for proper continuity. Many times an entire installation is terminated only for the
installer to then discover that the two ends of the links were wired for different methods. This
requires reterminating all of the cables on one end to correct the problem. Do Run all cables in a
Star Configuration so that all network links are distributed from, or homerun to, one central hub.
Visualize a wagon wheel where all of the spokes start from on central point, known as the hub
of the wheel. Do Keep Each cable run must be kept to a maximum of feet 90 meters , so that
with patch cords, the entire channel is no more than feet meters. This is a requirement of the
standard. Do Maintain the twists of the pairs as close as possible to the point of termination, or

no more than 0. Do Not Skin off more than 1" of jacket when terminating UTP Do Make only
gradual bends in the cable where necessary to maintain the minimum bend radius of 4 times the
cable diameter or approximately 1" radius about the roundness of a half-dollar. Do Not Allow
the cable to be sharply bent, twisted, or kinked at any time. This can cause permanent damage
to the geometry of the cable and cause transmission failures. Do Dress the cables neatly with
Velcro cable ties, using low to moderate pressure. Do Not Over tighten cable ties or use plastic
ties. Do Cross-connect cables where necessary , using appropriately rated punch blocks and
components. There should never be multiple appearances of cable. Do Use low to moderate
force when pulling cable. The standard calls for a maximum of 25 lbf pounds of force. Do Not
Use excessive force when pulling cable. Do Use cable pulling lubricant for cable runs that may
otherwise require great force to install. You will be amazed at what a difference the cable
lubricant will make Do Not Use oil or any other lubricant not specifically designed for UTP
network cable pulling as they can infiltrate the cable jacket, causing damage to the insulation.
Cables should maintain a inch separation from power cables. Do Not Tie cables to electrical
conduits, or lay cables on electrical fixtures. Do Install proper cable supports, spaced no more
than 5 feet apart. Do Not Install cable that is supported by the ceiling tiles. This is unsafe, and is
a violation of the building codes. Do Always label every termination point at both ends. Use a
unique number for each network link. This will make moves, adds, changes, and
troubleshooting as simple as possible. The TIAA administration standard provides guidance for
properly labeling an installation. Do Always test every installed segment with a cable tester. Do
Always install jacks in such a way as to prevent dust and other contaminants from settling on
the contacts. The contacts pins of the jack should face up on flush mounted plates, or left, right,
or down never up on surface mount boxes. Do Always leave extra slack neatly coiled up in the
ceiling or nearest concealed place. It is recommended that you leave at least 5 feet of slack at
the work outlet end, and 10 feet of slack at the patch panel end. Do Not Never install cables
taught. A good installation should have the cables loose, but never sagging. Do Always use
grommets to protect cable when passing through metal studs or anything that can possibly
cause damage. Do Choose either A or B wiring scheme before you begin your project. Wire all
jacks and patch panels for the same wiring scheme A or B. Do Not Mix A and B wiring on the
same installation. However, the T insulated staple gun is ideal for fastening both UTP and fiber
optic cabling, as it does not put any excess pressure on the cable. Do Always obey all local and
national fire and building codes. Be sure to firestop all cables that penetrate a firewall. Use
plenum rated cable where it is mandated. Notes and Explanations for Do's and Don'ts Think of a
UTP network link as an extension cord to extend a network switch port to a remote location. If
all of the computers and devices were located reasonably close to the switch, we would be able
to connect them directly with patch cables. In most cases, this would not be practical. We
therefore install cable links to remote locations from patch panels that connect the cable links
to switch ports in an organized manner. Ideally, the network link that we install should smoothly
transmit data from one end to another without altering the signal transmitted from device to
device in any way. Consider this fact to be Rule 1. There are many technical processes that
involve transmitting data over UTP cabling. All you need to know as an installer are a few simple
facts. Almost all of the dos and donts described above are specifically designed to adhere to
Rule 1. The others are necessary to promote a neat, orderly, safe, and professional installation. I
strongly recommend that anyone who installs UTP cabling take the rules very seriously. An ill
planned, or poorly installed cable plant, can easily become a nightmare in the future. Please
also be aware that the faster the data speed, the more important the rules become. Many poorly
done installations can run 10 Mbps with ease, but they may run into trouble when the network is
upgraded to run higher data speeds. Frequently Asked Questions Q: Are the cabling standards
backward compatible to lower standards? A: Yes. You can use a Category 6 cable to run10
Mbps Ethernet, or just for voice phone. Q: I have standard Category 5 cable installed in my
office. A: If the Category 5 system was properly installed, upgrading to Mbps should not be a
problem. Category 5 cable may even be able to run Gigabit Ethernet Mbps , however Category
5e is recommended for speeds above Mbps. As for using a higher-grade patch cable, it can only
help and cannot hurt. The weakest part of any network channel is typically the patch cable. I
suggest that anyone responsible for a network should use the highest-grade patch cable
available. Q: What is the difference between megabits and megahertz? A: When they refer to
network speed, they quantify it in megabits per second, or Mbps. This is the amount or speed at
which data is transferred. Megahertz refers to the analog frequency of the carrier signal that is
used to transmit the data. In theory, the higher the megahertz, the more megabits per second
you can transmit. Higher megahertz frequencies can more easily reveal any defects in the cable
or hardware, which is why proper installation is more critical for higher frequency installations.
The patch panel is not marked A or B. How can I tell what it actually is wired for? A: Take a

piece of UTP cable, about a foot or so. Connect a jack on one end using the B wiring scheme.
Connect the other end to the patch panel in the standard fashion blue, orange, green, brown. If
the test passes, the patch panel is B. If not, reterminate the jack using the A wiring scheme and
retest. If it tests ok, the patch panel is A. Once you determine if it is A or B, all of the new jacks
should be wired to that standard. Q: I am trying to troubleshoot a UTP jack that worked fine until
recently, but now suddenly it doesn't seem to work. I took the computer to another location, and
it worked fine. What could be the problem? If in doubt, change both patch cables 2 Bad Hub
port Plug the line into a different hub port If you find bad hub port, block it off somehow and use
a different port If the above remedies do not help, I would recommend tracing the line for its
entire length, looking for signs of, and correcting any, EMI interference, kinks, poor termination
methods, cable ties installed too tightly, etc. Then change the jack and patch panel port. If that
doesn't work, you could call in a professional to do further testing, but it would probably be
quicker and cheaper just to install a new link. Q: We have a Mbps Ethernet network that is
cabled with Category 5 in our office. We need to get a group of computers onto the network that
are located on the other side of our warehouse, about feet away. I understand that UTP cable
links are limited to a distance of feet. What is the best way to accomplish this? A: You can run a
fiber optic cable and connect it to your existing copper switch with a Media Converter. Measure
the exact distance of the cable run. Let us know the distance, and we will make a fiberoptic
cable for you, complete with connectors and a pulling eye to protect the connections during
installation. Q: What is plenum and PVC cable, and why is the plenum cable so much more
expensive? A: Plenum-rated cable has a special insulation that has low-smoke and low-flame
characteristics. Plenum cable is mandated to be installed in any "air handling" space. For
example, most large office buildings use the ceiling to return air to the AC unit. This qualifies
the ceiling space and a plenum space, and all cable that go through that ceiling must be plenum
rated. Please check with your building officials to see if you need plenum cable. Plenum cable
costs more because the material required for the insulation is more expensive. Q: Is the order of
the colors really that critical in a patch cable? As long as both ends of a straight through cable
match, won't the cable work well regardless of the color order? A: Of course the signals that
travel over those wire pairs are color blind. They could care less if they could think what color is
on their insulation. However, the pairs are grouped inside of the cable and in the RJ connector
in a certain fashion so each pair will react with each other in a unique way. This reaction does
have an effect on the performance. The more important factor is the pairing. A transmit and
receive circuit must travel over one pair that is twisted for maximum shielding from crosstalk.
Q: I am planning a cabling installation in a large building. How can we keep all of the cable runs
within the distance limitation of feet? A: This question may require an entire article to properly
cover. Basically, you should strategically divide the building into sections. Pick a central
location equipment closet for each section that allows all of the cable runs in that section to fall
within feet. Now choose a main equipment location. If the distance of the closet to the main
equipment room is within feet, you may run a UTP backbone to that closet. However, if the run
is over feet, a fiber optic backbone is required. A fiber optic backbone is also necessary if you
need higher speeds to transmit a lot of data from many locations. Be sure to use switch ports to
link to the main switch to assure that data can effectively be transmitted without having to share
bandwidth. If only a few runs fall over the feet, and you dont need higher bandwidth in the
backbone, you may want to consider using media converters. In Closing We hope that you have
found this article helpful. I realize that this type of project can seem rather complicated to
someone who has never done it before. The truth is that it is really very simple. If you follow the
rules and suggestions presented in this article, you should not have any problems. We here at
LANshack. We hope that you will consider us when purchasing your supplies. The information
on this page is an original copyrighted article. We welcome you to link this page from your
website. However, copying this article in whole or in part is strictly prohibited. Disclaimer: We
have provided this article as general installation advice to our customers. We make no claims
about the completeness or the accuracy of the information as it may apply to an infinite amount
of field conditions. It is the responsibility of the person or persons using this information to
check with all concerned parties, owners and local authorities, etc. Users of this information
agree to hold Atcom Inc. Email for Information - questions for existing customers, or pertaining
to pending sales any others may be charged a consulting fee. Email for Sales. LANshack
Tutorials. Fiber Type vs. Key Definitions. Used primarily for data transmission in local area
networks LANs , UTP network cable is a 4-pair, ohm cable that consists of 4 unshielded twisted
pairs surrounded by an outer jacket. Category 5e cable is an enhanced version of Category 5
that adheres to more stringent standards see comparison chart below. Category 6 cable was
designed to perform at frequencies of up to MHz and offers higher performance for better
transmission of data at speeds up to Mbps see comparison chart below. Category 6A cable is

the latest twisted-pair cable type defined in February under the newest version of the TIA B
standard B. Prior to Category 6A cable, Category 7 cable was designed to transmit data at
gigabit speeds. A Patch Panel is a series of RJ45 jacks condensed onto a single panel. In a Star
Topology, network links are distributed from one central switch or hub. This standard was
published in to replace the A standard, which is now obsolete. When we refer to a jack or a
patch panel's wiring connection, we refer to either the A or B wiring scheme, which define the
pin-pair assignments for terminating UTP cable. Bend radius is the minimum radius a cable can
be bent without kinking it, damaging it, or shortening its life. Firestopping is the sealing of holes
made in fire walls and floors during cable installation. This is the most basic test that can be
performed on a UTP network link. Crosstalk is the "bleeding" of signals from one pair in a cable
onto another pair through induction wires need not make contact because signals are
transferred magnetically. Similar to crosstalk, EMI is an unwanted signal that is induced into the
cable. NEXT is a testing parameter that measures the crosstalk from an interfering pair
transmitting at the same end of a network link. FEXT is a testing parameter that measures the
crosstalk from an interfering pair transmitting from the other end of the link. Attenuation is the
loss of signal over the length of a network link due to the resistance of the wire plus other
electrical factors that cause additional resistance impedance and capacitance for example. ACR
is probably the most important result when testing a link. Return Loss is the difference between
the power of a transmitted signal and the power of the signal reflections caused by variations in
link and channel impedance. Propagation Delay tests for the time it takes for the signal to be
sent from one end of a link and received by the other end. Only a critical parameter in
high-speed networks that transmit data using multiple pairs, Delay Skew is the difference in
time between the fastest arrival of a data signal on a pair and the slowest. Run all cables in a
Star Configuration so that all network links are distributed from, or homerun to, one central hub.
Keep Each cable run must be kept to a maximum of feet 90 meters , so that with patch cords,
the entire channel is no more than feet meters. Maintain the twists of the pairs as close as
possible to the point of termination, or no more than 0. Make only gradual bends in the cable
where necessary to maintain the minimum bend radius of 4 times the cable diameter or
approximately 1" radius about the roundness of a half-dollar. Allow the cable to be sharply bent,
twisted, or kinked at any time. Use low to moderate force when pulling cable. Use cable pulling
lubricant for cable runs that may otherwise require great force to install. You will be amazed at
what a difference the cable lubricant will make. Use oil or any other lubricant not specifically
designed for UTP network cable pulling as they can infiltrate the cable jacket, causing damage
to the insulation. Install cable that is supported by the ceiling tiles. Always label every
termination point at both ends. Always test every installed segment with a cable tester. Always
install jacks in such a way as to prevent dust and other contaminants from settling on the
contacts. Always leave extra slack neatly coiled up in the ceiling or nearest concealed place.
Never install cables taught. Always use grommets to protect cable when passing through metal
studs or anything that can possibly cause damage. Choose either A or B wiring scheme before
you begin your project. Use staples on UTP cable that crimp the cable tightly. Always obey all
local and national fire and building codes. Category 5e 'A Q: Are the cabling standards
backward compatible to lower standards? Possible Cause. Today, the wireless network is
seemingly popular in everywhere. But the explosive fast Internet is available in most homes and
businesses, a wired network often can achieve speeds much closer to the promised maximum.
In this case, wiring the Internet creates a large mass of incoming cables. Patch panels play a
central role in network functionality by centralizing cables in one place, which make it easy for
network administrators to move, add or change complex network architectures. There are fiber
and copper patch panels. Copper patch panels are designed for both shielded and unshielded
copper cables like Cat5e, Cat6, Cat6a, and Cat7. This article will mainly introduce Cat5e patch
panels and show you Cat5e patch panel wiring steps. The cat5e patch cable is the basic
component to connect end devices to patch panel ports and to connect the ports between two
local patch panels. So when wiring the Cat5e patch panel, a big issue is the design and quality
of the terminations of Cat5e patch cables. When choosing a suitable patch cable, booted and
non-booted is two basic types of plug features. COM offer a full range of Cat5e patch cables
available in a variety of length and color, including Snagless booted cable, non-booted cable,
and retractable cable. Besides, we can also provide custom and OEM services for network
patch cable. Customized jacket, connector types, length and colors of network patch cable are
all available to you. A copper patch panel is used in a local area network LAN as a mounted
hardware assembly that contains ports to connect and manage incoming and outgoing Ethernet
cables. These patch panels can maximize network performance and keep up with the growing
changes in the network. Generally, Cat5e copper patch panels can be divided into shielded and
unshielded patch panels, which are required to match with cable applications. Cat5e shielded

patch panels are designed for high EMI Electro Magnetic Interference environments, while
unshielded patch panels are designed for the place where has no high power electrical wires.
Besides, there is also the difference in the configuration: punch down and feedthrough patch
panel. Punch down types are available in Cat5e patch panel. On the front plate, RJ45 ports are
used to directly connect Ethernet copper cable. All ports are numbered for easy identification.
Color-coded labels are designed for TA and TB wiring configurations. However, Cat5e
feedthrough patch panel provides patching without punching down the wires to the ports. Each
feedthrough patch panel has both RJ45 ports on the front and rear side. And ports on the front
side are numbered for easy identification and installation. With feedthrough patch panel, the
Ethernet patch cables can be inserted into the ports directly in an easy and fast way. So Cat5e
feedthrough patch panel is quite suitable for high-density network system, which can protect
cable and improve cable management efficiency. When choosing a suitable Cat5e patch panel,
the priority is to clarify all of the different types. COM offers the mentioned types of Cat5e patch
panels available in 24 and port sizes. The high-density panel design can be mounted to
standard racks or cabinets, accommodate top, bottom or side cable entry, and also save
valuable rack space. The following table shows the Cat5e patch panel from FS. There are two
wiring schemes: TA and TB. The difference between the two standards are only color, the way
the pairs are grouped is still the same. Stripping is the act of removing the protective outer
jacket around network cables in preparation for installation of plugs or keystone jacks. It can
help you speed up the process of performing fiber network maintenance work and avoid
excessive network downtime. A stripping tool is an essential part in the process of wring Cat5e
patch panel. COM supplies a wide variety of cable strippers , including wire stripping knife tool,
multifunctional network cable stripper, and diagonal cutting plier, which are all at a very
competitive price to help you get the job done right. Cable tester is a tool to test whether a cable
or wire is set up properly, connected to the appropriate source points, and if the communication
strength between the source and destination is strong enough to serve its intended purpose. FS
NS is the key tool used in the wiring process of the Cat5e patch panel. It can test the Cat5e,
Cat6, Cat6e cables and the coaxial cable as well as the telephone wire, etc. And it can also be
used to test situations like the breaking at the set point, the short circuits, the gross pair wire,
and the split pairs as well the reversed pair wire, etc. Punch down tool is a small hand tool used
by telecommunication and network technicians. It is used for inserting the wire into
insulation-displacement connectors on the punch down blocks, patch panels, keystone
modules, and surface mount boxes. The Cat5e patch panels should have style insulation
displacement connectors. It is necessary to acquire enough patch connectors on the patch
panels to accommodate all of the incoming Ethernet cables. You should use the cable strippers
to remove approximately 1 inch 25mm of the outer jacket from the end of each cable, which
ensures a nice clean fit into the patch panel without the risk of exposing too much cable and
damaging it. Once the outer jacket has been removed, you will see 4 twisted pairs of wires a
total of 8 wires inside the Ethernet cable. The wires are color coded with 4 being solid colors,
and 4 with a white stripe around the color. In order to successfully punch down the cables into
the patch panel, you need to gently untwist the pairs and spread them out so that the 8 wire
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s can be individually worked work with. Place all 8 wires into the style connector of the patch
panel in the patch panel outlet that is used to receive the incoming cables. You will see the
color code labels on the patch panel, that indicates which wire is to be placed into which
connector pin. Use a punch down tool to firmly press down on each wire so that it is grasped by
both sets of teeth of the insulation displacement connector. Punch down tool is with a cutting
edge, you can use it to cut the excess wire of the Ethernet cables during the pushing process.
This step is optional but recommended. Mark the terminated incoming cables with a label
indicating where the cables are from with the room or floor numbers. It will help you locate the
system problems precisely or handing the futures upgrading projects. Now you can plug a short
patch cable from the desired port on the patch panel to the closely located hub or switch. The
other end of the wire would be terminated at a wall socket.

